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Learn English, Spanish, German, Chinese, French, Russian or other 28 languages for free and offline with FunEasyLearn. Learn to read write  write ✍ SPEAK  in a fun and easy way. Discover the biggest language courses so you can easily learn all the reading rules, all the words you need and all the useful phrases. Content: 
ALPHABET (Letters - All Reading and Exclusion Rules): Read any word in a new language;  WORDS (continuously updated): nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc., classified on 26 topics and 157 subtopias; 無 5000 phrases (often used): are divided into 20 themes and 120 subtopics that cover any daily life or travel situations. Learn a foreign
language in your native language: English, Albanian, Amharic, Arabic, Azerbaijani, Bengali, Bulgarian, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, European and Brazilian Portuguese, Filipino, Finnish, French, Georgian, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Lithuanian, Macedonian,
Malay, Mongolian, Nepalese, Norwegian, Persian , Polish, Romanian, Romanian, At FunEasyLearn, we use science throughout the learning process so you can remember words and phrases faster. We were inspired by the top 3000 most commonly used words when we started developing our language learning app. We soon got our
own vision of what a dictionary stock builder and a set of phrases for conversation should look like. After a long process of linguistic research, manual categorization and strategic selection of each word and phrase, we have created a unique system of language learning. This training system is an effective and quick way to improve your
reading, writing, listening and speaking skills. FunEasyLearn is a simple and interesting new way to learn French - whether you like to listen to music from other countries, travel abroad, work for an international company or communicate with foreign friends. Our app encourages your children to learn to speak French quickly. Learn 6,000
words with images to illustrate words, phonetic transcriptions and pronunciation recordings by native speakers. Vocabulary covers 15 thematic themes, divided into 140 subtopics. The entire vocabulary has been translated into 59 languages: ✔ English ✔ African ✔ Albanian ✔ Amharic amharic ✔ Arabic ✔ the Azerbaijani ✔, the Belarusian
✔ Bengali ✔, the Bosnian ✔, the Bulgarian ✔, ✔ the Chinese ✔ Chinese ✔ the traditional Chinese ✔ ✔ ✔ The Danish ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔, Finnish ✔ German ✔ German ✔ German ✔ ✔ ✔ Hindi Hebrew ✔ ✔ ✔, ✔ the Hungarian ✔ Icelandic ✔ Igbo ✔ the Indonesian ✔ ✔ Italian ✔ ✔ Japanese ✔ Kazakh ✔ Korean ✔ ✔ Lithuanian ✔
Macedonian ✔ Malay ✔ Mongolian ✔ Nepalese ✔ Norwegian ✔ Persian ✔ Polish ✔ ✔ Portuguese ✔ Brazilian ✔ Russian ✔ Russian ✔ Serbian ✔ Slovak ✔ Slovenian ✔ Spanish ✔ Swahili ✔ Swedish ✔ Thai ✔ Turkish ✔ Ukrainian ✔ Urdu ✔ etc. Fun - Choose from 7 fun games to learn in a uniquely entertaining manner. The built-in Spin
Categories feature allows the app to select a random theme, a back-up and a game for you to improve your learning experience. The review manager lets you see all the words you learned during each game. A light Internet connection is not required to use the app. Choose your preferred learning language from 59 pre-programmed
interface languages: French, English, German, Turkish, Russian, Korean, Arabic, Thai, Japanese, Italian, Spanish, etc. What is new Now you can hear the pronunciation of the words spoken normally and speak slowly. Our app is ready for Android 7.1. Fixing bugs and improving performance. We've added speech recognition to improve
pronunciation. ScreenshotsDownload LinksLearn French 6000 Words v5.22 Unlocked APK / Alternative Link Descriptions : FunEasyLearn is an easy and fun way to learn French when listening to music from other countries, traveling abroad, working in international companies or chatting with foreign friends. Our app encourages your
children to learn French quickly. PROPERTIES: Choose from 7 fun games to learn in a fun way. You don't need an Internet connection to use the app. FunEasyLearn 6.3.0 Description FunEasyLearn (Package Name: com.funeasylearn.french6000) designed by FunEasyLearn and the latest version of Learn French - 15,000 words 6.3.0
was updated on October 13, 2020. Learn French - 15,000 words in the category of education. You can check out all the apps from the learn french developer - 15,000 words and find 80 alternative apps to learn French - 15,000 words on Android. Currently, this app is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 5.0 on APKFab or Google
Play. All APK/XAPK files are APKFab.com original and are 100% safe when downloaded quickly. Learn French with 61 native languages, free and offline, with FunEasyLearn.Learn read  WRITE ✍ and SPEAK French Aple fun and an easy way to learn all the reading rules, all the words you'll ever need, and all the useful phrases in
French.  The content of 6,000 French words (constantly growing): the most common nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc., classified on 10 levels and 200 themes; Improving vocabulary learning words, sentences and expressions for beginners, intermediates, and advanced learners.  to learn French with FunEasyLearn? FunEasyLearn
rethinks language learning. Our team of linguists and teachers has developed a unique strategy for learning the language. The secret lies in combining the alphabet with all the rules of reading, all the necessary words and practical phrasebook in one application. This allows our users to read a word or phrase, pronounce it correctly,
associate it with an illustration and practice it with listening, writing, and talking games.  Top features hand-drawn illustrations - memorize a new dictionary faster with intuitive illustrations; Professional audio recordings - listening to audio recordings recorded by native speakers; Detailed statistics - analysis of results and tracking
progress; Manager review - review everything you learn; Smart search - quickly find the right words and phrases; Hide what you know - hide what you already know; Speech recognition - improve pronunciation;Offline - use the app anywhere in the world, without an internet connection.  French for businessGet access to special French
lessons created for your business. We provide specialized courses for taxi drivers, hotel staff and restaurants, flight attendants, salesmen, etc. ✈ in French for travelScientists, how to book a hotel room, order food in a restaurant, ask for directions, hold a conversation and speak confidently with native speakers.  French for children and
adultsWe adapt the contents depending on the age of the student. Both you and your child can learn French and have fun. FunEasyLearn Free subscriptionsss for free, with the colors you earn while playing language learning games. Learn French. Play for free. It's quick and easy.  Download the FunEasyLearn French Course right
now! Recommend the app to your friends and get rewarded. Rate us and write a review ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ It will mean a lot to our team! Contact us: FunEasyLearn 6.3.0 Update - Added Favorite Feature - Improving Right-on-Left Game Stream - Improved Some Design Issues - Added the option to subscribe to only one course - Added option Fast
Speed game in course settings - Improved WorkFlow Review for Errors - Learning - Allowed to enter Apple ID content New. Our bee corrects bugs instantly. Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram @funeasylearn Learn more French with 61 native languages, free offline, with FunEasyLearn.Learn read  WRITE ✍ and SPEAK
French  Open fun and an easy way to learn all the reading rules, all the words you need need, and all useful phrases in French.  The content of 6000 French words (constantly growing): the most common nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc., etc., 10 levels and 200 themes; 5000 French phrases (often used): the most important phrases for
daily conversations and travels, classified on 7 levels and 120 topics. Increase your vocabulary by learning words, sentences, and expressions for beginners, intermediates, and advanced learners.  to learn French with FunEasyLearn? FunEasyLearn rethinks language learning. Our team of linguists and teachers has developed a
unique strategy for learning the language. The secret lies in combining the alphabet with all the rules of reading, all the necessary words and practical phrasebook in one application. This allows our users to read a word or phrase, pronounce it correctly, associate it with an illustration and practice it with listening, writing, and talking games.

 Top features hand-drawn illustrations - memorize a new dictionary faster with intuitive illustrations; Professional audio recordings - listening to audio recordings recorded by native speakers; Detailed statistics - analysis of results and tracking progress; Manager review - review everything you learn; Smart search - quickly find the right
words and phrases; Hide what you know - hide what you already know; Speech recognition - improve pronunciation;Offline - use the app anywhere in the world, without an internet connection.  French for businessGet access to special French lessons created for your business. We provide specialized courses for taxi drivers, hotel staff
and restaurants, flight attendants, salesmen, etc. ✈ in French for travelScientists, how to book a hotel room, order food in a restaurant, ask for directions, hold a conversation and speak confidently with native speakers.  French for children and adultsWe adapt the contents depending on the age of the student. Both you and your child can
learn French and have fun. FunEasyLearn Free subscriptionsss for free, with the colors you earn while playing language learning games. Learn French. Play for free. It's quick and easy.  Download the FunEasyLearn French Course right now! Recommend the app to your friends and get rewarded. Rate us and write a review ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ It
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